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Discussant's Response to 
"Analytical Procedure Results as Substantive 
Evidence" 
Abraham D. Akresh 
Independent Consultant, former  Partner, 
Laventhol & Horwath 
I generally agree with Bill Kinney and Christine Haynes' analysis of  the 
usefulness  of  analytical procedure results as substantive evidence. As I told 
the conference  organizers when I took this assignment, I won't challenge the 
mathematical aspects of  the paper. Instead, I would like to put the paper into 
a real world context and discuss how we consider their suggestions and how 
we use analytical procedures. 
Kinney and Haynes point out the dangers of  using analytical procedure 
results as substantive evidence. One could read the paper to mean that they 
believe analytical procedures should never be used as substantive evidence. 
I am glad that this is not their view. I agree that there are dangers in analyt-
ical procedures and the auditor needs to recognize these dangers and use 
analytical procedures in the right time, in the right place, in the right way. I 
will try to explain how and when analytical procedures can be used in light 
of  Kinney and Haynes' paper. 
I have no problem with the discussion of  the history of  analytical proce-
dures. It's nice, but it doesn't add much. Auditors have always performed  an-
alytical procedures. That is, they have looked at the forest  and said "does it 
make sense?" Tests of  details have gotten them into the trees; the good au-
ditor needs to see both the forest  and the trees. Analytical procedures are 
important, especially when testing the completeness and valuation asser-
tions. 
There are different  kinds of  analytical procedures and they serve differ-
ent purposes. SAS 56 requires analytical procedures in planning the en-
gagement and in wrapping up the engagement In these, analytical procedures 
serve a useful  purpose as attention-directing techniques. SAS 56 does not re-
quire analytical procedures to be used as substantive tests. The wording of 
paragraph four  makes it clear - "In some cases, they can be more effective 
or efficient  than tests of  details." Obviously in some cases they are less ef-
fective. 
In substantive testing, there are two different  ways of  using analytical pro-
cedures. The first  is as the primary substantive test. Here, analytical proce-
dures are the most important form  of  audit evidence. In these situations, the 
auditor does little or no tests of  details. The second use is as a corroborative 
test. Here the auditor performs  analytical procedures, but he or she also per-
forms  detailed substantive tests. In determining sample size, the auditor 
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considers the corroborative analytical procedures. For example, the auditor 
confirms  accounts receivable using a sample calculated at the 37 percent risk 
of  incorrect acceptance. His justification  for  such a high risk involves several 
factors.  He might consider the inherent risk to be low for  the particular 
client. The client might have an excellent control structure so that control 
risk is low (and the auditor has tested controls). The auditor will do analyti-
cal procedures, including review of  monthly sales and receivables. The re-
liance on analytical procedures caused the auditor to reduce, but not eliminate, 
his tests of  details. The question that needs to be asked is "Is this a valid ap-
proach or would the auditor be better off  increasing his sample size for  the 
tests of  details, say to a 10 or 20 percent risk level?" Kinney and Haynes' paper 
does not address how analytical procedures work as a corroborative test. I 
believe corroborative uses of  analytical procedures occur more often  than pri-
mary tests. 
As a primary test, analytical procedures are used as the only test of  an 
area. This does not happen often  in a major area. For example, it is rare for 
an auditor to use analytical procedures as the primary test for  inventory in a 
manufacturing  firm.  However, analytical procedures are usually the only in-
ventory tests for  a restaurant or hotel, because the inventory is not very im-
portant Typically, analytical procedures tend to be primary tests in unimportant 
areas: prepaid expenses, additions to productive assets when the additions 
are small (for  example, the client bought four  sewing machines during the 
year), sometimes miscellaneous receivables. 
Another important factor  to consider (especially for  primary tests) is the 
relationship of  materiality to the choice between analytical procedures and 
tests of  details. I assume that the auditor quantifies  his materiality judgment 
for  the audit as a whole and allocates or adjusts it to determine the materi-
ality for  the particular test. If  materiality is a large portion of  the population, 
analytical procedures are probably effective.  If  the materiality is a small por-
tion of  the population, the auditor probably needs tests of  details. For exam-
ple, consider a population of  additions to productive assets where the additions 
total $1 million. Let's say that this is a large company and that materiality for 
this test is $500,000. Clearly, it does not take much auditing to be comfort-
able that there is no material misstatement. Auditing could consist of  com-
paring the additions to expectations and thinking about what would cause 
$500,000 of  error in this million dollar population. 
As materiality declines, auditing has to increase. For example, if  materi-
ality were $30,000 out of  this million dollar population of  additions, it is clear 
that a test of  details would be needed (either alone or combined with some 
analytical procedures). For areas of  lesser importance, high materiality per-
centages are not unusual. 
The auditor would ordinarily compute the percentage of  materiality to 
the population. He also might consider what the sample size for  the test of 
details should be. Typically, if  the sample size for  his tests of  details is higher 
than 20 or 30 items, analytical procedures should not be the primary test. 
There is another important difference  between using analytical procedures 
as a primary test versus a corroborative test. When analytical procedures are 
the only important tests of  an assertion, the auditor needs more support for 
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that procedure. We believe the auditor needs an "anchor" to support his an-
alytical procedures. An anchor is: 
• A strong control structure that the auditor has tested. 
• Data from  outside the accounting department. 
• Data from  outside the client. 
• Data that the auditor has tested in another way. 
One cannot just compute a ratio or compare a number to another num-
ber. One of  the numbers has to be audited or one has to have comfort  with 
the number. Otherwise, the analytical procedure is likely to be ineffective. 
This is alluded to in paragraph 16 of  SAS No. 56, but not spelled out clearly. 
I agree with Kinney and Haynes' thoughts about the need to be careful 
in performing  analytical procedures. Certainly, there is non-sampling risk in 
analytical procedures. However, we should recognize that there also might 
be significant  non-sampling risk in substantive tests of  details. Auditors have 
the same psychological problems ("availability bias", "output interference", 
"anchoring and adjustment", "lack of  belief  revision") when they perform  sub-
stantive tests of  details. Many auditors are prone to try to call misstatements 
"isolated" so they don't have to project them. Some auditors still don't pro-
ject misstatements properly and many auditors don't properly consider the 
risk of  further  misstatements. Finally, not all auditors use statistical sampling 
or even sampling when they should. Also, many auditors refuse  to believe 
the evidence. By comparing a well done substantive test of  details with a poorly 
done analytical procedure, Kinney and Haynes compare apples and oranges 
and are not being fair  to analytical procedures. 
Kinney and Haynes identified  an important weakness in analytical pro-
cedures. The weakness is the need to ask management to explain the dif-
ferences  from  expectations. The explanation is needed, because the auditor 
typically doesn't know the business as well as management. However, the 
auditor needs to be careful  who he talks to and how he asks his questions 
(for  example, does he use open or closed questions? Does he tell the client 
what he is looking for?)  He should rarely talk only to the person responsible 
for  creating the data or keeping the books. Instead, the auditor needs to talk 
to someone who knows the business. That person can decipher what hap-
pened in the business that might explain the difference.  Often,  the auditor 
needs to talk to several people. For example, if  sales increased, the auditor 
needs to talk to the sales manager or the owner, not the controller. The au-
ditor recognizes that management is not one person, but many people. 
The auditor also needs to make certain calculations to see whether the 
explanation makes sense and really explains what happened. For example, 
if  sales increased ten percent and the explanation is "we raised prices" the 
auditor needs to ask, how much did you raise prices? When did you raise them? 
On what products did you raise them? Did volume go up or down, because 
you raised prices? In short, the auditor needs to understand not only the ex-
planation, but how it makes sense when quantified.  Then he needs to test 
the explanation, especially for  a primary test, did they really raise prices 
when they said they did? Show me the price change sheet. 
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The auditor needs to be satisfied  as to both the direction and amount of 
the change. Too often  auditors understand why sales went up, but have lit-
tle satisfaction  about whether the increase should be two percent or ten per-
cent. 
Kinney and Haynes correctly note that analytical procedures have a 
higher non-sampling risk component than tests of  details. To minimize this 
non-sampling risk, analytical procedures need to be done by auditors with 
enough training and business sense. While lower level people can compute 
the ratios and make the comparisons, the higher level people need to inter-
view the client to obtain the explanations and decide whether the conclusion 
makes sense. Analytical procedures are tougher to supervise. They require 
more judgment. 
There are two problems with analytical procedures that I see in some of 
our workpapers. The first  is the syndrome of  "the controller said." For every 
difference  the staff  accountant writes "the controller told me that." The sec-
ond situation is where the auditor asks the client "why did payroll go down"? 
The client describes the cost cutting and the labor saving machinery, and the 
auditor is happy. Then the auditor does the audit; the manager reviews the 
workpapers and finds  out the client omitted a major payroll accrual. Payroll 
increased significantly.  The auditor goes back to the client and asks, "why 
did payroll go up"? The client has a logical explanation that the auditor duti-
fully  records. What's happening is that the auditor is not skeptical and is wor-
ried about the difference  rather than whether the total makes sense. 
Much of  the problem with analytical procedures relates to unsophisticated 
auditors, using unsophisticated methods, with poor corroboration of  the an-
swers. Ratios are often  used on an annual (not monthly) basis, and include 
comparisons to last year. When the auditor becomes more sophisticated 
(and involves higher level people) and uses methods like regression and forces 
himself  to recalculate the model for  new explanations and consider how ma-
teriality affects  the model, he is much more likely to get analytical procedures 
that work. 
It is important to recognize the benefits  of  analytical procedures. 
• They are usually quick and easy methods to identify  problems. 
Auditors should first  do the analytical procedures, then decide if 
they need more. 
• They help the auditor avoid overauditing non-problem areas, es-
pecially small areas like prepayments and productive asset addi-
tions. 
• They provide a basis for  reducing sample sizes where the audi-
tor performs  corroborative analytical procedures. 
• They get the auditor to see the forest,  to understand the business 
and not be down in the trees. This is important in testing com-
pleteness, where auditors need to figure  out what is missing. 
• They get the higher level people involved in the engagement. 
All of  this holds if  they are done right. If  they are done wrong, you have 
problems. 
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I believe SAS 56 has caused us to improve documentation of  planning an-
alytical procedures and wrapping up analytical procedures. However, it has 
not greatly changed substantive analytical procedures. 
I agree with Kinney and Haynes' call for  more research and guidance. I 
agree that SAS 56 is an improvement over previous literature. Analytical pro-
cedures are important (maybe even more important than audit sampling). Five 
pages of  general guidance just doesn't do it. A good audit procedure manual 
would be helpful  for  the practitioner. I agree with Kinney and Haynes' sug-
gestions to change the SAS. In addition, the SAS could be improved by: 
• Describing the two types of  substantive analytical procedures -
primary and corroborative. 
• Requiring the auditor to interview people outside the accounting 
function  when corroborating the results of  analytical procedures. 
• Showing the relationship of  materiality to analytical procedures. 
• Requiring recalculations of  explanations. 
• Requiring adequate supervision of  analytical procedures. 
• Stressing professional  skepticism in using analytical procedures. 
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